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With seasonal pictures for Fall and Thanksgiving, this is an engaging book to share with babies and

toddlers. There are Fall leaves, pumpkins, cranberries and photographs of other familiar things to

look at, and the pages have different touch-and-feel textures, which little fingers will love to explore.
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This is a nice touch and feel board book for toddlers or babies. Most of the pages are great (leaves,

squirrels, cranberries), but some seem a little abstract for the very young crowd (how do you explain

a pilgrim's hat to a 2 year old?). All in all, a sweet, simple book to celebrate the season with my

littlest one. My son loves the picture of the family walking in the woods through the leaves.

I checked this book out at my local library since it looked cute and my 15 month old daughter loves

touch and feel books in general. I am glad we borrowed the book first instead of buying it "blind". In

the style of Roger Priddy board books, it is very simple...one word per page and colorful pictures.

Not every page/picture has a touch and feel texture and some of the touch and feel pages are kind

of boring. The squirrel "fur" page is the best one, and perhaps the only highlight of the whole book.

But if you really like Priddy books and you have a baby who is new to touch and feel, this may be a

good starter book. There are more interactive fall books for babies out there, like Welcome Fall



(Little Scholastic), which a librarian selected for us and engages my daughter a lot more than this

book.

Great little book made of hard cardboard pages, in a size perfect for little fingers. Has shiny, raised

and textured (fur) elements. Perfect first book for baby. Has all the basic words associated with Fall.

This is part of a series, including Spring, Summer and Winter, as well as Easter and Christmas. The

Halloween book is called Spooky. I highly recommend this book, your baby will love it. The

touch-and-feel elements are a great addition to the season theme.

This is a little book with a few pages. The child can interact with the book by touching on parts of the

pictures. I would say, the book is nice. Nothing educational about it as far as the text. Good for little,

discovering children. The book is tick enough for the growing teeth, as well. Yes, I recommend it.

We own many in this series and our little bookworm loves them! He loves that he can feel things on

the pages. Some pages don't have anything to feel, and it would be better if it was every single

page. Other than that they are great!

This book is colorful and the photos are of real things not cartoonish. I love the bright colors and

perfectly placed thing to feel on the pages. Baby girl 3 months loves this book, reading it, tasting it

and holding onto it. Well made and a great addition to her library! This is great for the Northwest and

much of America as it looks like an American Fall.The only thing I do not like about this book is the

face on one of the pumpkins its shiny gold and very halloween. I do not celebrate Halloween and it

should not have been added. I think Corn should replace it. Or another harvested vegetable/fruit.

Fall Book is quite old book but still in fashion for baby and toddler.I purchase one for myself and

other for my friend.My daughter love exploring the fall new seasonal items. Touch and feel make

them more close to what they see and observe outside.Pumpkin and Squirrel is her favorite as she

can now recognize even in store and park because everyday she sees them in the book.

The touch and feel books are the baby's favorite and this one was a good addition. He is really

enjoying it.
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